Term Planning Format –2017-2018
Al Madina International Kindergarten
Term-

3

Class- KG1
Numeracy

Week

Date

Topics

1

4–8
March

Topic” My clothes”
Count and match.
count and write the numbers,
Count and trace number zero.

2

11 - 15
Marc

Trace number zero.
Trace and say. Then trace and count 10 fingers.
Trace and write number 10.
Write number 10.
Join the dots.

3

18 – 22
March

Write the next number.
Write the numbers in order.
Find and count.
Write the numbers.

4

25 - 29
March

Topic “Food”
Draw the next shapes
Join the numbers in the right order. Help Jojo to find Robbie.
Trace the +,=
Trace and draw the + and =

5

1-5
April

Topic “Food”
Add 1 more. Trace the + and = then write how many.
Look at the numbers and read the words. Color the picture.

6

8 - 12
April

Topic “Food”
Write the missing numbers
Circle the bigger group
Color the bigger number
Match the words
Add 1 or 2 more
Trace + and = write how many all together

7

22 - 26
April

New topic My school
Join the dots
Look and draw, count, complete the sounds.
Count, match the groups.

8

29 April –
3 May

New topic My school
Count and write the numbers then write how many altogether.
Trace the numbers. Match the numbers and words then draw
circles.
Match the words and numbers, color them the same color.
Read the number words. Write the numbers.

9

6 - 10
May

New topic My school
Draw the shapes then complete the sums.
Match the pictures and the sums

10

13 - 17
May

Topic “it’s the weekend”
Join the dots what can you see?
Read and match.
Find and color the shapes.
Count the shapes above. Write the numbers.

11

20 – 24
May

Topic “it’s the weekend”
Order the numbers on the T shirts, smallest first
Put the children in age order, put the youngest first and the
oldest last.
Match the pictures and the sums then complete the sums
Jump and write the number.

12

27 – 31
May

Topic “it’s the weekend”
Use counters to add numbers then complete the sum
What is different, count.

13

2 - 14
June

Review all the topics, letters, sounds, words, songs, skills and
everything we took earlier.

